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This invention relates to improvement in for the various playing pieces, wherebythey
amusement devices, and especially, to‘ that may be slidably interchanged by ‘either
particular class of puzzles wherein a plu longitudinal or transverse movement of said

rality of slidably interchangeable blocks or receptacle 10. At this point,.it should'be "
5

pieces are employed, the invention having noted. that the size of the receptacle 10‘is
for its prime desideratum. to provide a such that the pieces‘may be, assembled in
puzzle comprehending a number of playing substantially square formation as is shown

pieces of different shapes and'sizes adapted in the Figure 1 and when so assembled, will
to be slidably moved and interchanged by be snugly received within the receptacle in
such movement within a limited area, either a. manner to permit of free sliding inter
longitudinally or’ transversely of the same, changing movement thereof'in either longi
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from an initial starting position through to tudinal or transverse directions. I 1
Of the playing pieces designatedvby the
a predetermined ?nishing position, the char
acteristics of such device affording consider numerals 1 and 8, there are preferably‘ two "
ablev amusement and intelligent diversion whereas of the playing pieces designated by
during the solving or “working” thereof and the numerals 3,4, 6 and ,7, there are pref
also,'elfecting an exercise of those faculties erablyfour, while a pair of the L-shaped
of care, resourcefulness, skill and ingenuity pieces 2 and 5 are employed together with
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" a single key playing piece 9. ' Also, it will
Other objects of the invention will be in benoted-that the L-shaped playing pieces
part obvious and in part pointed out here-4 2 and 5 are arranged in relatively opposed
of the worker.

inafter.

‘

I

fashiomthat is, one of-these playing pieces

-

In order that the invention and its mode is reversed in its positioning with respectto
2

of operation may be readily understood by the opposite playing piece so thatwith play
those skilledv in the art, I have in the ac ing or solving of the puzzle, said L-shaped
companying drawings and in the detailed pieces may be moved into an inter?'tting en
following description based thereupon, set gagement or relationship whereby tozpro
out one. possible embodiment of my inven
tion.
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videv through this - combination‘ or inter?t
5

ting, a substantially rectangular outline.

.

In these drawings:

,

Itfv iswpreferable, for the purposes of .ei?

Figure l is a plan view of the improved cient ‘operativeness of my improved puzzle
puzzle showing the pieces thereof arranged that the’ playing pieces Land 8 and 2, 3,4, '
in their initial position and
. 6 and 77 are, respectively, three and two
" Figure 2 is a similar view illustrating the times as long as the square playing piece 90
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pieces of the puzzle in their solved-posi
tion.

'

9,;“w'hereas the L-shaped playing ,p1eces2

and, 5 ,andqtheir respective branches formed

Having more particular reference to the of lengths twice as long as thatof the square
drawings, in connection with which like playing piece 9; furthermore, that the sub
characters of reference will designate corre tantially L-shaped blank space occurring be

sponding parts throughout, the improved

' tween certain of the playing pieces whenythe
puzzle is in its “solved” position‘ is equal in ‘ ‘
area to'fourtimes the area. of the square.
ferent shapes and sizes certain of these By reason of, these dimensions and areas,

puzzle may be stated to comprehend a multi
plicityof playing pieces 0 relatively dif

pieces being of rectangularformation and ‘free movement ofrthe playing pieces and 10o
especially, the key playing piece 9;, will'be

' size as indicated by the numerals 1 and 8,

others thereof being of a similar shape but‘ permitted and consequently thereupon, the '
a size such as indicated by the numerals e?icient working or solving of. the puzzle

3, 4, 6 and 7, whereas others of the pieces may bev effect-ed. Furthermore,‘ it willjbe
‘are of substantially L-shaped formation as noted that the inside measurements of the
50
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indicated at 2 and 5, and the final lrty piece branches of the L-shaped playingpieces 2
9, substantially square in con?guration is and 5 correspond to the adjacents'ides of‘
included. All of these playing pieces are the rectangular playing piecesjl and 8 and
adapted to be arranged within a suitable 3, 4,6 and 7 and the playing piece'9.
form of receptacle, generally square in shape ' ,In' working or solving the improved puz
‘as indicated by the numeral 10, this recep; .z'le, the various playmg pieces numbered T1
tacle providing a'vlimited area of movement to 91 inclusive 1 are adapted toloe slidably‘
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interchanged with respect to each other, longitudinally toward the player; the piece
such pieces being moved longitudinally or 2 longitudinally toward ‘the player; ‘the ,
transversely of the receptacle 10 but not piece él transversely to the right; the piece '
being turned upon themselves or vbeing 6 longitudinally from the player; the piece
removed from said receptacle 10; also, no 8 longitudinally from the player; the piece 70
playing piece can be moved through a space 7 longitudinally from the player; the piece 5
whose size is not equal to the size of the transversely to the left; the piece 2 longi

block moved. The‘playii'ig ‘pieces at the tudinally ‘toward the player; the piece 8
start of the working or solving of the puzzle ‘transversely to ‘the right; the piece’? longi
are arranged in that form as is illustrated in, tudinally toward the player; the. piece 9
the Figure 1, whereas with working or solv longitudinally toward the player; the piece
ring of the puzzle, said playing pieces are (5 trai'isversely to the left and then longitudi
then arranged in those relative positions as n'ally toward the player; the :piece 11 trans
illustrated in the Figure 2. That the puzzle ‘versely to the left; the piece 8 longitudi
15 may be worked or solved, i. e., the playing nally from the player; the piece 2 longi
pieces moved or slidably interchanged with tudinally from the player ;the piece 5 trans
out turning or removing from the receptacle versely to the right; the‘piece 9 transversely
5, from the initial position illustrated in the V to the right and then longitudinally‘toward
Figure 1 to the ?nished or solved position the player; the piece 7 longitudinally ‘from
illustrated in the Figure 2, the following the player; the piece 9 transversely tovthe
method should be followed: move the piece 9 left; the piece 5 transversely to the left and
to the extreme left; the piece 8 to its longi then longitudinally from’ the player‘; ‘the
tudinal extreme toward the player; the piece piece 9 transversely to the extreme‘ right;
7 to its longitudinal extreme towards the the piece 7 longitudinally toward the pla er
25 player; the piece _6 to the extreme right of and then transversely to the extreme rig t;
the receptacle‘; the piece 5 to the extreme the piece 6 longitudinallyv toward the
fright; the piece 9‘ to the extreme left and player; the pieces longitudinally and ex
then upwardly or longitudinally from the ~ tremely toward the player; the piece. 3 1011
player; the piece 8 transversely to the left; gitudinally toward the player; the piece
30
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the piece 7 longitudinally and extremely 1 transversely and to‘ the'extremeileft‘; vthe
toward the ‘player; the piece 6 longitudi piece 8 transversely and to the extreme left;
nally and extremely toward the player; the the piece 2 longitudinally from the player
piece‘ 4 longitudinally toward the player;
the piece 2 longitudinally toward the player
to the full extent of its path of movement;
the piece 1 transversely to the extreme right;
the piece 3 longitudinally and extremely
from the player; the piece 9 longitudinally
and extremely from the player; the piece 5
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to its extreme ‘path of movement; the'piece
5 transversely to the right and then longi

tudinally from the player whereupon'the
puzzle

is

solved.

'

'

'

"

"
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‘

‘ That the‘worker or user of the?'amuse- ’

ment device may be informed or may know
7 when the puzz e

has‘ been solved‘, I may '

transversely and‘ to the extreme left; the ‘picture or portray upon the box or‘ con
piece 4: transversely to the left and then tainer or wrapper'of the puzzle the “worked”
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longitudinally away from the ‘player; the or solvent position of the various playing
piece 6 transversely to the ‘left, then longi pieces and likewise, that the various playing
tudinally away‘ or from the player and then ‘pieces may be properly arrangedrin‘their "
transversely to the left; the piece 2 longi initial starting positions, a smilar portrayal 110
tudinally and extremely toward the player; of this particular‘ position .may be made
‘the piece at transversely’ and to the extreme upon the box or other container of thepuz- ~
right; the piece _6 longitudinally and ex zle. Also, it will be readily appreciated
tremely away from the player; the piece 5 that if desired, sheets having the solved 115
and finished positions of the puzzle may be
50 transversely and to the extreme right where
at it will join with-the piece 2 to make a supplied with the same whereby the” pre~
rectangle whose greatest dimension is from determined solved position as well as the
right to left; the piece 9 longitudinally and initial position may be clearly indicated-to
I‘ ‘
' 3
extremely toward the player; the piece 6 the “worker”,
Manifestly, the construction shown‘is ca 120
transversely to the left and then longitudi
nally and extremely toward the player; the pable of considerable modi?cation and'such
piece 4 transversely to‘the extreme left; the modi?cation as is within the scope of my
piece 2 longitudinally and extremely from claims, I consider within the spirit, of my
‘'
' '
the player; the piece 5 transversely. to the invention.
125
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right joining with the piece 2; the piece 4
transversely to the right; the piece 6 trans

I claim:

"

I

1. A puzzle‘consisting of a plurality'of

versely to the right;ythe piece 9 longitudi juxtaposed pieces of relatively different

nally away from the player; the piece ,8 sizes and shapes con?ned for slidable move
longitudinally away from the player; the ment longitudinally'pand transversely of a
piece 7 transversely to the left; the piece 5 limited area, certain of said pieces being of
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substantially rectangular formation and 3. A puzzle consisting of a, plurality of
corresponding size, others of the pieces be-~ juxtaposed pieces of relatively different
ing complementally[sized andof substan sizes and shapes, con?ned for interchange~
tially rectangular formation but ofless size‘ able slidable movement longitudinally and
than the lirst pieces, a smaller and substan transversely of a limited area, certainv or‘.
tially square piece, and a plurality of rela» said pieces being of substantially rectangu

lar ‘formation and corresponding size, others
2. A puzzle consisting of ‘a substantially ‘of said pieces being complementally sized
square receptacle, a plurality o'fJuXta osed andof rectangular formation‘ but of less
1 pieces oi‘ relatively different sizes andsiapes length than the ?rst pieces, a 'smaller'a'nd

tively oppos ,d L-shaped pieces.‘

confined for limited slidable movement lon

gitudinally and transversely of the recep
' tacle, certain of said pieces being of sub

stantially rectangular formation and corre

substantially square piece, said rectangular
and square pieces being of corresponding

Widths, and a pair of relatively opposed‘ L
shaped pieces, the angular extensions ‘of said

sponding size, others of the pieces being L-shaped piecesbeing of lengths correspond
complementally sized and or' rectangular ing to the, Widths of the other. pieces.
formation but of less length than the ?rst
pieces, a smaller and substantially square

piece, and a .pair of relatively opposed L
shaped pieces.
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In witness whereof I have hereunto set

my hand. 7

*CHARLES L. A. DIAMOND.

